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1. Introduction. Classical two-valued logic is ordinarily treated as a de-

ductive system, with certain propositions (or prepositional functions) given

as axioms, from which all true propositions are derivable by substitution and

modus ponens. Essentially the same calculus may be treated as an algebraic

system (Boolean algebra), in which the axioms are now certain equations (or

identities), from which all true equations are derivable by substitution and

the usual rules for equality.

Following Post's enumeration^) of all the two-valued logics, we obtain

here a finite set of axioms for each of these, treated as an algebraic system.

Algebraic axiomatization is ordinarily easier to establish than deductive

axiomatization(2) ; but the algebraic concept is broader in its application—-for

example, to systems lacking a connective analogous to the conditional, for

which the concept of deductive axiomatization is not clear.

We were led to the present investigation in connection with a more general

problem(3): Does every finite algebra (in the sense of G. Birkhoff) possess a

finite set of identities from which all others are derivable? It is perhaps surprising

that this problem is not entirely trivial even for algebras that contain only

two elements.

Our result can be interpreted directly as a theorem about Boolean alge-

bras. Let fi, •••,/„ be any set of Boolean functions; then the algebraic

theory having /i, • • • , /« as primitive operations possesses a finite complete

set of axioms.

2. Preliminaries. In view of the elementary nature of our proofs, we

permit ourselves a certain informality of expression.

By an algebra^), A, we mean a certain set of elements, ai, together with
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(') Post [8]. Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography.

(2) Deductive axiomatizability has been studied by Wajsberg [13]. Note that his ex-

ample (p. 241) of a system not deductively axiomatizable is defined by algebraic axioms.

(3) Birkhoff [2] has given necessary and sufficient conditions for a family of algebras to be

definable by a set of identities, but leaves open the question of when this set may be taken as

finite. By a finite algebra we understand an algebra in which both the number of elements and

the number of operations is finite. B. H. Neumann has raised this question for groups [7, p. 520 ] ;

Specht for rings [lO, p. 575]; and an analogous problem for linear algebras has been posed by

Amitsur and Levitzki [l, p. 462], Somewhat different concepts of algebraic axiomatizability

have been employed by Malcev [6] and by Lyndon [5].

(4) Our definition is an informal paraphrase of that of Birkhoff. The "identities" con-

sidered here may be interpreted rigorously as equations in a functionally free algebra of the

family generated by A ; see Tarski [12].
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a set of primitive functions f¡ (of various numbers of arguments) defined for

all sets of arguments from A and assuming values in A. Any function com-

pounded out of the primitive functions in the usual sense will be said to belong

to A, and two such functions will be called equal if their values agree for all

sets of arguments. It will be convenient further to identify a "reducible"

function, that does not effectively depend upon certain of its arguments, with

the corresponding function of the remaining arguments. Thus, in Boolean

algebra, the reducible function f(x)=x\/x' of a single argument will be

identified with the constant function 1.

A complete set of axioms for A is a set of (true) equations

4>i(xi,    ■ • , xni) = ^i(*i, • • • , xmi), • • • ,

<j>k(xi, ■ ■ ■ , xnt) = $k(xh • • • , xmt), ■ ■ ■ ,

where the x¿ are indeterminates and the </>,- and i/\- functions belonging to

A, from which all identically true equations of the same form are derivable

by means of the following rules:

(I) reflexivity and symmetry of equality;

(II) uniform substitution for a variable xt in any established equation;

(III) given <j>=4>, substitution of 4> for \f/ at any occurrence in an estab-

lished equation.

An algebra is axiomatizable if it possesses a finite complete set of axioms.

Two algebras A and A' will be called equivalent if they possess the same

elements and the same functions. The primitives of one must then be defin-

able in terms of those of the other, whence we have the following theorem.

Theorem 1. If A and A' are equivalent, then A is axiomatizable if and

only if A ' is.

For the present purpose it is thus not necessary to distinguish between

equivalent algebras. Thus we avoid certain trivial complications. In particu-

lar, every algebra is equivalent to an algebra none of whose primitives is a

reducible function, nor the identity function/(.x) =x.

3. Connection with deductive systems. In an algebra A, let a certain

element 1 be "designated" as "true," and let a certain function of two

arguments be called the "conditional" and written multiplicatively as xy.

Under certain restrictions, i, as a "logical matrix," will define a logical

calculus L(A)(b), with the rule of inference:

// x and xy are theorems, then y is a theorem.

Theorem 2. Suppose that L(A), as a deductive system, has a complete set

of axioms : ah ■ ■ • , <x„. Suppose further that in A the conditional function and

the single designated element satisfy the following identities:

(6) For these concepts see, for example, Wajsberg [13].
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(1) xx = 1,

(2) lx = x,

(3) (xy)y = (yx)x,

where x and y represent arbitrary elements of A. Then A, as an algebraic system,

possesses a complete set of axioms consisting of (I), (2), and (3) together with the

equations o¡i = l, ■ • • , an = l.

Proof. Clearly the equations listed are true in A.

If / is an axiom of L, then/= 1 is among the axioms listed for A.

If / is a theorem of L, and/=l has been derived from the axioms for A

by the rules I, II, and III, then/' = l follows in A for any/' obtained from

f by uniform substitution.

Suppose / and fg are theorems of L, and that/=l and/g = l have been

derived from the axioms for A. Then substitution (in accordance with III)

gives lg = 1, whence from (2) it follows that g = 1 is derivable from the axioms

for A.—This proves, recursively, that if / is a theorem of L, then/=l fol-

lows from the axioms for A.

Suppose now that/ = g is true in A. By (1) it follows that/g = l and g/=l

are true equations, whence fg and gf must be theorems of L. Therefore fg = 1

and g/=l are derivable from the axioms for A. But (3) gives (gf)f=(fg)g,

whence by substitution l/=lg, and applying (2) now gives f=g. Thus/=g

is derivable from the axioms for A.

Remark. That the three equations (1), (2), (3) in A cannot be replaced

by the six corresponding conditionals in L(A) is shown by the three-valued

calculus with xy defined by the accompanying table; for in this calculus the

six conditionals hold while equation (2) fails.

xy 1    2    3

1 3 3

1 1 1

1    1    1

Note that the class of "designated" elements and the selected "condi-

tional" function play no special role in A as an algebra. Thus the cor-

respondence between logic and algebra is not unique in either sense. This

ambiguity may be exploited to deduce, from Rosser and Turquette's deduc-

tive axiomatization(6) of the Lukasiewicz-Tarski w-valued calculi (with an

arbitrary number of designated values), the following result:

Corollary 2.1. The algebra defined by the matrix for each of the Lukasie-

wicz-Tarski m-valued logics is axiomatizable.

(6) Rosser and Turquette [9].
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Henkin has shown(7) that every two-valued logic containing the classical

conditional function is deductively axiomatizable. By Theorem 2 we conclude:

Corollary 2.2. Every two-element algebra containing the classical condi-

tional function is (algebraically) axiomatizable.

4. Post's iterative systems. An algebra A containing just two elements,

which we shall designate as 0 and 1, constitutes what Post has called a two-

valued iterative system. Post has enumerated all such algebras, and we re-

peat below what is essentially his enumeration. However, in accordance with

Theorem 1, we list only one out of each set of equivalent algebras. Also, we

omit those systems with only constant functions, which are vacuously

axiomatizable. Finally, we define the dual of a function / to be the function

obtained from / under the interchange of the two elements 0 and 1 of A.

The dual of an algebra A is the algebra whose functions are precisely the

duals of those of A. Since an algebra is isomorphic to its dual, we include in

our list only one out of each pair of duals.

A two-valued algebra is fully described by listing a set of primitive func-

tions. For this purpose we employ the following notation :

0 and 1 for the two (dual) constant functions;

Nx for the self-dual function of complementation (or negation) ;

x\/y for the union (maximum) function, and x/\y, or simply xy, for the

dual intersection (minimum) function;

x=y (equivalence) and its dual x+y (symmetric difference);

x~Z)y (conditional) and its dual x — y (set difference: xNy);

x-\-y-\-z, self-dual;

(x, y, z) = x(y V z),  [x, y, z] = x(y = z), and, for each »^3,

d„(xi, ■ ■ • , xn) = XiX3 ■ • • Xn V *i*3 • • • *» V • • • V xi • • • xn-2X„-i;

we shall not require a notation for the duals of these functions. In listing

the two-element algebras, we first give the name of the algebra (a capital

letter with subscript) in Post's classification; next, a set (/i, • • • , f„) of primi-

tive functions; and thirdly (in certain cases) a fuller equivalent set of primi-

tive functions. For future convenience, we divide our list into five sections.

la. 04 = (N),       09 = (JV, 0);

5i(V),    54 = (V, 0),    Sg - (V, 1>, St - (V, 0, 1);
At - (V, A),       ¿2 = (V, A, 0),   At - (V, A, 0, 1);
U = ( + ) = (+, 0),       U = ( + , N) = (+, N, 0, 1);
C3 = (-, V) = ( + , A, 0),       G = (-, N) = (+, A, 0, 1).

lb. ¿4 = (* + y + z),       U - (* + y + z, N).

II. Ft = (D),    and    F¡ = (D, d„) for each » è 3.

(7) Henkin [4]; the basic axiomatization of the conditional goes back to Tarski.
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III. Ft = ((x, y, z)) = ((x, y, z), xy);

Fi = ((x, y, z), 0) = ((x, y, z), xy, 0);

Ft, = ([x, y, z\) = ([x, y, z], (x, y, z), xy);

Ct = ([x, y, z], x V y) = ([x, y, z], (x, y, z), xy, x V y);

F% =((x, y, z), dn) = ((x, y, z), dn, xy) for each »Ï3;

Fj = ((x, y, 2), dn, 0) = ((x, y, 2), d„, 0, xy) for each n ^ 3;

(Note that, for « > 3, F% = (¿n) and F7" = (¿BI 0).)

^5 = (lx> y> 2L ¿n = ([x> y y z], (x, y, 2), ¿n, xy) for each n 2: 3.

IV. !>, = (¿3),      A = (¿3, x + y + z),      Dz= (d3, x + y + z, N).

5. Systems I. For each of the systems la a complete set of axioms can

be chosen by inspection from the various familiar sets of axioms for Boolean

algebras and Boolean rings. Completeness can be proved by showing that

the chosen set of axioms serves to reduce every expression to a prescribed

normal form, and that distinct normal forms represent distinct functions.

The same method applies to systems lb. For example, if we temporarily

abbreviate x+y + 2 to xyz, system L6 has the following set of axioms:

NNx = x,        N(xyz) = (Nx)yz,        xyy = x,

xyz = yxz,        xyz = xzy,        xyizuv) = (xyz)uv.

Completeness is established by reference to the normal forms

a, Na, ab(cd( ■ ■ ■ (pqr) ■■■)), N(ab(cd( ■ ■ ■ (pqr) ■ ■ ■ ))),

where a, b, • ■ ■ , p, q, r are distinct variables in alphabetical order.

6. Systems II. The axiomatizability of these systems, which all contain

the conditional, follows from Corollary 2.2. Alternatively, for the dual sys-

tems, which contain x — y and xy, a proof paralleling that for systems III

can be given, in terms of representations by maximal dual ideals.

7. Systems III. Observe that all of the systems III contain the connec-

tives (x, y, 2) and xy.

Theorem 3(8). Let the algebra A with primitive connectives (x, y, 2) and xy

satisfy the axioms

xx = x,        xy = yx,        x(yz) = (xy)z,        (x, y, y) = xy,

31 (x, x, y) = x,        (x, y, z) = (x, 2, y),        (x, y, z) = (x, xy, z),

w(x, y, z) = (wx, y, z),    and    w(x, y, z) = (x, wy, wz).

Then there exists a one-to-one mapping : x—>x, of A into an algebra A of sets,

such that (x, y, z)~ = x{y\/z) and (xy)~ = xy.

To prove this theorem, we first define xCy to mean xy = x. It then fol-

lows that xCx; that xQy and yCx imply x=y; and that xCy and yC2

(8) This representation theorem is patterned after that of Stone [ll].
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imply xC2.

An ideal in A is defined to be any subset S 9e A satisfying

(1) if xQy and x is in S, then y is in S,

(2) if x and y are in S, then xy is in S.

An dio»! in .4 is an ideal S with the further property

(3) if (x, y, z) is in S, then either xy or xz is in 5.

Lemma. If xCy ¿oes wo/ ¿o/¿, then there exists an atom containing x but

not y.

To prove the lemma, we first observe that the set So of all z such that

xC2 is an ideal containing x but not y. We shall show that every ideal with

this property, if it is not already an atom, can be extended to a larger ideal

with the same property. Since the union of an ascending chain of ideals

with this property is clearly an ideal with the same property, it will follow

by Zorn's lemma that there exists a maximal ideal with this property, which

must therefore be an atom containing x but not y.

Let S be an ¡deal, but not an atom, containing x but not y. Then by defini-

tion 5 contains some (u, v, w) while neither uv nor uw is in 5. Suppose there

existed p and q in S such that puvCy and quwCZy- It would follow that

ruvCZy and ruwCZy, where r=pq was in S. Hence

yr(u, v, w) = (u, yrv, yrw) = (u, uyrv, uyrw)

= (u, ruv, ruw) = (u, rv, rw) = r(u, v, w),

that is, r(u, v, w)Cy. Then, since r and (w, v, w) were in S it would follow

that r(u, v, w) was in S, and, since r(u, v, w)Cy, that y was in S, contrary to

hypothesis. Thus we may suppose, by symmetry, that puvCZy holds for no p

in S. The set S' of all z such that puvQz is clearly an ideal properly containing

S, and hence x, but not y. This completes the proof of the lemma.

Define x to be the set of all atoms that contain x. From (1) it follows

that xCy implies xCy The lemma shows that if not xCy, then not x(Zy.

Since the mapping x—-»x preserves inclusion, it is one-to-one.

That (xy)~ = xy follows from (1) and (2), if one notes that xyCx and

xyCy. It remains to show that (x, y, z)~ = x(y\/z). First, let (x, y, z) be in S,

an atom. Then

(x, y, z) = (x, y, z)(x, y, z) = ((x, y, z)x, y, z) = ((x, y, z), y, z)

whence by (3) either (x, y, z)y = (xy, y, z) = (xy, xy, xyz) =xy is in S, or else

(x, y, z)2 = X2is in 5, and in either case 5 is in (xy)_V(x2)_ = x;yVxz = x(;yV2).

Conversely, if S is in x(y\/z) we may suppose, by symmetry, that 5 is in

xy = (xy)~; then xy(x, y, 2) = (xy, xy, xyz)=xy implies that xyC(x, y, z), so

that xy in 5 implies that (x, y, z) is in S, that is, that 5 is in (x, y, z)~. This

completes the proof of the theorem.
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Theorem 4(9). The axioms %form a complete set for the algebra Ft.

Proof. Let A be the free denumerably generated algebra with primitives

xy and (x, y, z) subject to axioms 21, and let A be the isomorphic algebra of

sets. Every identity of the two-element algebra Ft holds also in A, as a sub-

algebra of a direct product of replicas of Ft. Thus every identity of Ft holds

in the free algebra A, and so is a consequence of the axioms 21.

Theorem 5. Each of the algebras Flt Ft, C4, F¡¡, F?, and F%is axiomatizable.

Proof. Each of these algebras can be obtained by adjoining further primi-

tives to Ft. To extend the result obtained for Ft it must be shown in each

case that adjoining a finite number of new axioms to the set 21 will ensure

that the new primitives are properly represented in A.

For the algebra F^, with the additional primitive 0, it suffices to adjoin

the single additional axiom 2l7: 0x = 0. That 0 is indeed the empty set in A

follows from the fact that 0 in S, for an atom S, would imply by (1) that all

y were in S, contrary to the requirement S j¿A.

For Ft, with additional primitive [x, y, z], we adjoin the additional

axioms 21b:

[x, y, z] =  [x, z, y],        x[x, y, z] = [x, y, z],        y[x, y, z] = xyz,

(x, (x, y, z), [x, y, z]) = x.

Suppose S is in [x, y, z]~; then [x, y, z] in 5 and [x, y, z]Cx implies x is in

5. If neither y nor z is in S, then 5 is in x(y = z) as required. Otherwise we

may suppose that y is in S, whence y [x, y, z] =xyz is in S, so also z is in S,

and again 5 is in x(y = z). For the converse, suppose that S is in x(y=z).

If 5 is in (xyz)~, it follows from xyz[x, y, z] =xz(xyz) =xyz that xy2C [x, y, z]

and so [x, y, z] is in 5 as required. Otherwise x is in 5 but neither y nor z is in

S. By (3), that x = (x, (x, y, 2), [x, y, 2]) is in 5 implies that either x(x, y, 2)

= (x, y, z) or x[x, y, 2] = [x, y, 2] is in S. Since, by (3), (x, y, z) in S would

imply that either y or 2 were in S, it must be that [x, y, 2] is in S.

For Ci, with additional primitive x\Jy, adjoin the further axioms 2I4:

x V y = y V x,      x(x V y) = x,      (x v y, x, y) = x v y-

If xVy = (xVy, x, y) is in S, it follows by (3) that either (x\/y)x = x or

{x\/y)y = y is in S, so S is in x\/y. Conversely, if either x or y is in S, it fol-

lows from xCxVy and yCxVy that x\/y is in 5.

F2, for «S;3, contains the additional primitive dn. Abbreviate

(x, y 1, ■ • ■ , ym) = (x, (x, • • • (x, (x, yu y2), y3), • • • , ym-i), ym)

(") This result can also be established by the use of a "relative" normal form, in terms of

the connectives x\fay = {a, x, y) and x/\ay — axy, for a suitably chosen variable a. But this

method, which bears a superficial connection to that of §8, is rather awkward to extend to the

remaining systems III.
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and write x* for X\ • • • x¿_ix,+i • • • x„, and dn for dn(xi • ■ ■ , x„).

Adjoin the following finite set of further axioms:

©„: axioms expressing that d„(xi, • • • , x„) is invariant under any permu-

tation of its arguments;

£Jn* an\Xi, , xn)     \an\X\, , xn), x , • •     , x ),

■^ n. x an\x\, , xn)    x .

From £)„ with @n it follows that dn is in 5 whenever any x' is in 5. For the

converse, suppose that dn is in S. Since dn = (dn, x1, • • • , x"), by (3) either

dn(dn, x1, • • • , x"_1) = (dn, x1, • ■ ■ , xn_1) is in 5 or else ¿nx" = xn is in S. If

xn is in S, then 5 is in x1V ■ ■ ■ Vx" as required. Otherwise from

{dn, x1, • • • , xB_1) in 5 we conclude by (3) again that either (dn, xl, • ■ ■, x"-2)

or xn_1 is in 5. Continuing thus, either some one of xn, • • • , x3 is in S, or

else (dn, x1, x2) is in S, whence either dnx1=x1 or dnx2 = x2 is in 5. In any case,

5 is in x'V • • • Vxn as required.

Finally, for F" it evidently suffices to adjoin the axiom 217 to those for Fl;

and for F'¿ to adjoin the axioms 2ls to those for F%.

8. Systems IV.

Theorem 6. The algebra D2 is axiomatizable.

Dz is defined by the single primitive(10) d(x, y, z) =xy\/xz\/yz. Let A be

the free algebra on a denumerable set of generators a, x, y, • • • subject to the

same set of identities as D2. Fixing the generator a, introduce the definitions

(A) x Aa y = d(a, x, y),        (x, y, z)„ =iA, d(x, y, z),        0a = a.

Let A a be the algebra with the same elements as A, but with primitive opera-

tions d(x, y, 2), x A<*y, (x, y, z)a, and 0o. Let A0 be the free algebra of type

Fj, with primitives d(x, y, z),xf\y, (x, y, z), and 0, on the generators x, y, • •

Then the mapping x-+x/\Na of the underlying Boolean algebras clearly

establishes an isomorphism of At onto A„.

Let 2I0 be a finite set of axioms for F%, and so for A0. Let 2Ia be the cor-

responding axioms for the isomorphic algebra Aa. Using (A) to eliminate

defined operations, we obtain from 2Ia a set of equations 21 expressed in the

variables a, x, y, • • • and the primitive d, of the algebra A.

If 4> is any expression of A, substituting 0a for a yields an expression 4>a

in the notation of Aa. If <j>0 is the expression of Ao corresponding to </>a under

the isomorphism of Ao onto Aa, we see that formally <£o is obtained by substi-

tuting 0 for a in <f>. In the full notation of Boolean algebra, let </>i be the dual

of 4>o; since d is self-dual, we see that 0i is equivalent to the formal result of

substituting 1 for a in </>, whence we have the identity

(H) <t> = cM V 4>oNa.

(10) This "median" operation has received considerable attention; see Birkhoff [3, p. 137],

and further references given there. For the present argument, it is important that the operation

d is self-dual.
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Now suppose <t>=^p is one of the equations of 2Í. This means that <j>a=4'a

was one of the axioms 2io of Ao, whence <po='4/a, and its dual <t>i=if/i, are

Boolean identities. From (H) it follows that <p—^p is a Boolean identity.

This shows that all the equations 2t are true in A.

For the converse, let <f>=ip be any true equation in the notation of A.

Then, setting a = 0, the equation 00=^0 is true in A0, and hence a consequence

of the axioms 2io for A0- Then <f>a=ipa is a consequence of the axioms 2I„ in the

isomorphic algebra Aa. Eliminating the defined operations by (A), it follows

that <j>=ip is a consequence of the axioms 2Í for A.

This completes the proof that D2 is axiomatizable. An obvious modifica-

tion of this argument establishes the axiomatizability of the two remaining

systems, Dx and Dt.
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